INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

The relative easy synthesis and modification of DNA oligonucleotides, in combination with their self-assembly property that is mainly attributed to the base pairing interactions, makes DNA ideal programmable scaffolds for the development of novel functional materials and nanodevices ([@B1]--[@B6]). DNAs are very flexible in pairing; besides the common base pairing modes (Watson--Crick, Wobble and Hoogsteen types of base pairs), they can form reverse Watson-Crick pair and reverse Hoogsteen pair, which also play important biological role in cell. In addition, various metal-mediated base pairs (metallo-base pairs) have also been discovered since early 1960s ([@B7]--[@B9]). These unusual base pairs, which are composed of either artificial and/or natural nucleobases, can diversify the overall nucleic acid structures and functions, therefore have great potentials to achieve genetic code expansion ([@B10],[@B11]), to develop novel therapeutics ([@B12]--[@B15]) and to design new materials with metallic functions. To date, various metallo-base pairs have been successfully utilized in the design of molecular magnets ([@B16]--[@B18]) and electric transport nanowires ([@B19]--[@B22]). The unique binding specificities between the natural base pairs and certain metal ions have also been applied to develop metal ion sensors that have great significance in analytical chemistry ([@B23]--[@B25]).

Although the structural characteristics of several metal-mediated artificial base pairs in DNA duplexes have been achieved ([@B16]--[@B18],[@B26]--[@B31]), surprisingly, there is only very limited structural information available for the detailed interactions between the metal ions and the natural base pairs. Particularly for the X-ray crystal structures, there is only one HIV-1 RNA dimerization initiation site that captured a G--Au^III^--C pair ([@B27]), one RNA duplex containing C--Ag^I^--C pair ([@B32]), and one DNA duplex (12TT) containing two consecutive T--Hg^II^--T pairs ([@B33]) reported previously; interestingly, in the latter two structures, formation of the metallo-base pairs involves the homo-pyrimidine mispairs, C:C and T:T pairs. Similar to the homo-pyrimidine mispairs, C:T pair, the hetero-pyrimidne mispair, can also occur *in vivo* as a consequence of either replication errors or heteroduplex formation in the course of genetic recombination ([@B34]). The pyrimidine:pyrimidine mispairs can cause the spontaneous point mutations of the DNA genome ([@B35]) and they could not be efficiently repaired by the repair systems of certain species, such as *Escherichia coli* ([@B34]).

Owing to their biological importance, the pyrimidine:pyrimidine mispairs have been extensively studied ([@B36],[@B37]) and it has been known for long time that both T:T and C:T pairs have very high binding affinities to the mercury ion ([@B38]--[@B41]); and, these interactions have been widely investigated and utilized to detect or decontaminate the Hg^II^ pollution in the environment ([@B25],[@B42],[@B43]). Besides the crystal structure ([@B33]), one solution NMR structure ([@B44]) of the 12TT DNA duplex containing two consecutive T--Hg^II^--T pairs was also reported in 2014; both structures revealed a linear N3--Hg^II^--N3 interaction between the T:T pair and the Hg^II^ ion (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). However, it is not clear if the separated T--Hg^II^--T pair takes the same interaction mode as the consecutive ones. Residues C and T are different in their chemical compositions, but C\* (the imino tautomeric form of C) has very similar structure as the T in the canonical tautomeric form ([@B36]); the N3--Hg^II^--N3 interaction has also been proposed for the C--Hg^II^--T pair (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B45]). However, the detailed interactions between the C--Hg^II^--T pairs have not been structurally characterized. Herein, we present five high-resolution crystal structures of DNA duplexes including one containing the C--Hg^II^--T pairs, three containing separated T--Hg^II^--T pairs and one containing only T--T pair without Hg^II^. Our structures suggest that the Hg^II^ ion is very flexible and dynamic in pairing with pyrimidine-pyrimidine pairs in DNA duplexes. More importantly, these structures also reveal that the C--Hg^II^--T and T--Hg^II^--T pairing can be stabilized by the neighboring residues via the interactions with the solvent molecules or other metal ions. Our studies provide the detailed structural information that is useful for the rational design of DNA nanodevices containing the C--Hg^II^--T or T--Hg^II^--T pairs.

![Schematic view showing (**A**) the N3--Hg^II^--N3 interaction reported in the 12TT DNA structure and (**B**) the N3--Hg^II^--N3 interaction proposed for the C--Hg^II^--T pair.](gkw1296fig1){#F1}

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Crystallization and data collection {#SEC2-1}
-----------------------------------

All DNAs utilized in the crystallization studies were purchased from the Shanghai GENERAY Biotech Co., Ltd, and dissolved in ddH~2~O without further purification. The crystallization samples were prepared at room temperature by mixing the DNA and HgCl~2~, which was also dissolved in ddH~2~O; the final concentrations of the DNA and HgCl~2~ were summarized in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. All the crystals were grown using the hanging-drop vapor diffusion method. The droplet contains equal volume of DNA sample and different reagents of the Nucleic Acid Mini (NAM) Screen™ kit ordered from the Hampton Research company, whereas, the reservoir solution is composed of 30% (v/v) 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol (MPD) for all crystals. The crystals of DNA1--Hg^II^, DNA3, DNA3--Hg^II^, DNA3--Hg^II^--Ba^II^ and DNA3--Hg^II^--Sr^II^ were grown under the conditions of \#18, \#24, \#17, \#21 and \#23, respectively; the detailed compositions of the reagents were also summarized in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The crystallizations of DNA1--Hg^II^, DNA3--Hg^II^--Sr^II^ and DNA3--Hg^II^--Ba^II^ were performed at room temperature; all the crystals appeared immediately after the samples were mixed with the crystallization reagents and reached their final sizes within 1 or 2 h. The DNA3--Hg^II^ crystals were grew at 18°C, and they appeared two weeks after the crystallization and reached the full sizes after another two weeks. Growth of the DNA3 alone sample required much lower temperature (4°C) and longer crystallization time (more than three months).

All the crystals were cryoprotected using 30% (v/v) MPD and flash-frozen by quickly dipping into liquid nitrogen. The X-ray diffraction data were collected on beamline BL17U1 and BL19U1 at Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF, Shanghai, China) at cryogenic temperature, maintained with cryogenic system. One single crystal was used for each structure; data processing was carried out using the HKL2000 or HKL3000 programs ([@B46]). The data collection and processing statistics were summarized in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

###### Data collection and structural refinement statistics

                         DNA1--Hg^II^       DNA3               DNA3--Hg^II^       DNA3--Hg^II^--Ba^II^   DNA3--Hg^II^--Sr^II^
  ---------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------------- ----------------------
  **Data collection**                                                                                    
  Wavelength (Å)         0.97928            0.97928            0.97928            0.97928                0.97928
  Space group            *P*2~1~2~1~2       *P*4~3~2~1~2       *P*4~3~2~1~2       *P*4~3~2~1~2           *P*4~3~2~1~2
  *a, b, c* (Å)          37.8, 51.1, 21.6   42.5, 42.5, 25.1   42.5, 42.5, 25.0   41.0, 41.0, 24.9       40.3, 40.3, 25.0
  Resolution range (Å)   30.0--1.05         30.0--1.50         30.0--1.5          30.0--1.45             30.0--1.05
  Outer shell (Å)        1.09--1.05         1.55--1.50         1.58--1.50         1.50--1.45             1.09--1.05
  Completeness (%)^α^    98.1 (96.4)        99.7 (100.0)       95.0 (93.8)        99.8 (100.0)           97.1 (96.4)
  *R*~sym~ (%)^α^        11.9 (45.3)        6.9 (49.5)         10.1 (44.0)        10.4 (49.1)            8.6 (41.2)
  CC1/2 value^b^         0.653              0.891              0.959              0.828                  0.637
  *I/σ*(*I*)^α^          24.0 (2.0)         37.2 (2.6)         17.6 (2.3)         14.5 (2.5)             16.8 (2.6)
  Multiplicity           2.0 (1.9)          22.5 (19.5)        20.6 (10.2)        7.6 (5.9)              6.9 (4.5)
  **Refinement**                                                                                         
  Resolution             30.4--1.05         21.6--1.50         21.6--1.5          29.0--1.45             18.8--1.05
  No. of reflections     19098              3932               3784               3792                   8921
  *R*~work~ (%)          15.5               18.5               16.8               14.8                   14.0
  *R*~free~ (%)          17.5               19.7               18.8               19.3                   15.6
  r.m.s.d. bonds (Å)     0.009              0.011              0.006              0.006                  0.004
  r.m.s.d. angles (°)    1.097              1.190              0.586              1.136                  0.839

^a^Values in parentheses are for the outer shell.

^b^CC1/2 is the half-data-set correlation coefficient. The value listed in the table is for the outer shell of each data set.

Structure determination and refinement {#SEC2-2}
--------------------------------------

The structures of DNA1--Hg^II^, DNA3--Hg^II^ and DNA3--Hg^II^--Sr^II^ were all solved by the SAD (single anomalous diffraction) method ([@B47]) using the hkl2map program ([@B48]); the Figure of Merit (FOM) values are 0.800, 0.658 and 0.755 for the DNA1--Hg^II^, DNA3--Hg^II^ and DNA3--Hg^II^--Sr^II^ structures, respectively. Based on the original electron density maps, the DNA models were manually built using the graphic program Coot ([@B49]). Then, the DNA models were refined against the diffraction data using Refmac5 program ([@B50]) embedded in the CCP4i suite ([@B51]). 5% randomly selected data was set aside for free R-factor cross validation calculations during the refinement. The 2*F*~o~ − *F*~c~ and *F*~o~ − *F*~c~ electron density maps were regularly calculated and used as guide for the building of the missing ions and solvent molecules using COOT. The DNA3 and DNA3--Hg^II^--Ba^II^ structure were solved by the different Fourier method using the DNA3--Hg^II^ and DNA3--Hg^II^--Sr^II^ structures as the starting model. The final refinement of the DNA3 and DNA3--Hg^II^ structures were done using the phenix.refine program ([@B52]) of Phenix ([@B53]). The anisotropic displacement factors were applied to all the complex structures during the refinement. The detailed refinement statistics are summarized in the Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

C--Hg^II^--T adopts an unexpected interacting mode {#SEC3-1}
--------------------------------------------------

The C--Hg^II^--T containing duplex is formed by DNA1 (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}); DNA1 is partially self-complementary, and it was designed to form two separated C--T pairs, one between the C3 and the T6\* nucleobases and the other one between the C3\* and the T6 nucleobases. The DNA1 (referred to as DNA1--Hg^II^ hereafter) crystal diffracted to 1.05 Å resolution, and the refinement resulted in the well-defined electron density for all the residues and the Hg^II^ ions, which forms two coordination (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). As predicted, one coordination formed between the Hg^II^ ion and the endocyclic nitrogen atom N3 of the T6\* residue; however, instead of the predicted N3 atom of the C3 residue, the second coordination formed between the exocyclic nitrogen atom N4 of the C3 residue and the Hg^II^ ion. The average distance is 2.13 Å for the N4--Hg^II^ bond and the Hg^II^--N3 bond; the N4--Hg^II^--N3 pair has a linear like geometry, the angle of N4--Hg^II^--N3 is about 178°.

![Unexpected C--Hg^II^--T pairing mode. (**A**) Sequences and secondary structure of DNA1. (**B**) The C--Hg^II^--T pair observed in the DNA1--Hg^II^ structure. The 2*F*~o~ -- *F*~c~ maps are contoured at 1.5σ level. Both C3 and T6\* residues are shown as sticks in atomic colors (C, cyan; N, blue; O, red). The Hg^II^ ion and the C--T pair interacting water molecule are shown as spheres in red and green, respectively. (**C**) Schematic view showing the detailed C--Hg^II^--T interaction.](gkw1296fig2){#F2}

In the DNA1--Hg^II^ structure, each asymmetric unit contains one DNA1 duplex, which captured two Hg^II^ ions. Interestingly, none of the two Hg^II^ ions are fully occupied; the occupancy is around 0.8 for both Hg^II^ ions. Increasing the HgCl~2~ concentration in the crystallization sample has no clear improvement on the Hg^II^ occupancy, suggesting that the low Hg^II^ occupancy may be caused by other factors, such as the dynamic interaction between the Hg^II^ ion and the C and T residues. The dynamic interaction can be further supported by the even lower Hg^II^ ion occupancy observed in the DNA3--Hg^II^ and DNA3--Hg^II^--Ba^II^ structures, which will be described in the later section.

Based on the 12TT DNA structure, it was predicted that the N3 atom of the T residue (in the canonical tautomeric form) will release one imino proton and directly bind with the Hg^II^ ion (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The bond distances and the linear-like geometries of the C--Hg^II^--T pairs in the DNA1--Hg^II^ structure are similar to those of the T--Hg^II^--T pairs observed in the 12TT DNA structure. Based on these similarities, we hypothesized that both the C and T residues exist in their canonical forms in forming the C(N4)--Hg^II^--T(N3) interaction (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), and one proton was released from their N4 and N3 atoms, respectively. Besides the canonical forms, the C and T residues can also exist in the imino form (C\*) or enol form (T\*), respectively; these tautomers have also been extensively studied and characterized, owing to their involvement in the biological important transition mispairs (A:C and G:T) and transversion mispairs (C:C, T:T and C:T) ([@B34],[@B35]). The slow equilibration of the C and C\* tautomers may play certain role during the deprotonation of the C residue and its dynamic interaction with the Hg^II^ ion.

C--Hg^II^--T pairing is stabilized by the solvent and the flanking residues {#SEC3-2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the reported 12TT DNA structure ([@B33]) and the C--Ag^I^--C pair containing RNA structure ([@B32]), the metallo-base pairs are mainly stabilized by the N3--Hg^II^--N3 and N3--Ag^I^--N3 interactions, respectively. Interestingly, besides the Hg^II^-mediated interactions, we observed that the conformation of the C3--T6\* pair is also stabilized by one water molecule located at the minor grove of the DNA1--Hg^II^ structure (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The water molecule forms two strong hydrogen bonds (H-bond), one (2.7 Å) with the O2 atom of C3 residue and the other (2.8 Å) with the O2 atom of the T6\* residue.

The local base pair parameters, pseudorotation phase angles of the sugar rings, and the sugar ring conformations ([Supplementary Tables S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) of the DNA1 duplex all indicated that the DNA1--Hg^II^ structure adopts an A-form conformation, which has also been observed in several other DNA duplexes with similar sequences, including a 8-bp DNA duplex (5΄-GCCCGGGC-3΄, PDB_ID: 9DNA) ([@B54]). There is only one difference (G6 versus T6) between this native *d*(GCCCGGGC) and our DNA1; however, structural comparison revealed that the overall structures are significantly different from each other ([Supplementary Figure S1A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Owing to the nearly perpendicular orientation between base pairs and the helix axis, and the relatively smaller average helix twist angle, the *d*(GCCCGGGC) duplex is more extended than the ideal A-form DNA along the helix axis. However, in contrast to the *d*(GCCCGGGC) structure, the DNA1--Hg^II^ structure is much compressed than ideal A-form DNA along the helix axis, indicated by the very short distance (14.6 Å) between the C1΄ atom of G1 and the C1΄ atom of G1\* (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![H-bond interactions and the C--Hg^II^--T pairing. (**A**) The stick and sphere view showing the overall fold of the DNA1--Hg^II^ structure. (**B**) The water-mediated H-bond interactions observed in the DNA1--Hg^II^ structure. (**C**) The detailed conformations of the C--Hg^II^--T and the two neighboring C--G pairs. The DNAs are shown as sticks, the C atoms of the C--Hg^II^--T pairs and other residues are colored in cyan and gray, respectively. The water molecules and the Hg^II^ ion are shown as green and red spheres, respectively. The 2*F*~o~ -- *F*~c~ maps are contoured at 1.5σ level in C).](gkw1296fig3){#F3}

Indicated by the low root mean square deviations (RMSD) value (0.3 Å), the DNA1--Hg^II^ and *d*(GCCCGGGC) structures are very similar at the first four residues (G1, C2, C3 and C4, [Supplementary Figure S1B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, the structural comparison revealed that the conformations of the last four residues are different in the two structures ([Supplementary Figure S1C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the *d*(GCCCGGGC) structure, the sugar puckers of both G6 and G7 residues adopt C3΄-endo conformations, which are common for the A-form DNA duplex. However, in the DNA1--Hg^II^ structure, the sugar pucker of G7 adopts C2΄-endo conformations (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), which is common for B-form DNA duplexes. The presence of the B-form sugar pucker leads to the significant tilting of G7 nucleobase toward the G5:C4\* base pair in the middle of the duplex.

Previous studies suggested that the stability of Hg^II^ containing metallo-base pairs, including both C--Hg^II^--T and T--Hg^II^--T pairs, is affected by the flanking residues ([@B45]). In the DNA1--Hg^II^ structure, the T6--Hg^II^--C3\* pair is flanked by the G5:C4\* and G7:C2\* pairs. The nucleobases of G5 and G7 interact with each other via the H-bonds mediated by two water molecules in the major groove. Supported by the clear electron density (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), these water molecules are well ordered; the distances between them and between the water and the O6 atoms of G5 and G7 are all within the range of 2.8--3.0 Å. These H-bond interactions are right on top of the T6--Hg^II^--C3\* pair, suggesting that they may involve in the T6--Hg^II^--C3\* pairing stabilization. In the DNA1--Hg^II^ structure, the distances (2.9 Å) between the Hg^II^ ions and the O6 atoms of the two flanking G residues are also very short; the orientations of the O6--Hg^II^--O6 and N4--Hg^II^--N3 are approximately perpendicular to each other (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The close contacts between the Hg^II^ and the O6 atoms of neighboring G residues may also contribute to the T6--Hg^II^--C3\* pairing and structural stabilization.

T--Hg^II^--T pair has multiple interaction modes {#SEC3-3}
------------------------------------------------

C and T residues are different in their chemical composition, but they could form similar structure via the tautomerization. In the previous studies ([@B45]), it was predicted that the Hg^II^-mediated pyrimidine-pyrimidine pairs (including T--T, T--C and C--T) are all formed through the N3--Hg^II^--N3 interaction. However, the unexpected N4--Hg^II^--N3 pairing mode observed in our DNA1--Hg^II^ structure suggested that the C residue is flexible in interacting with the Hg^II^ ion. Probably due to the relative low resolution (2.7 Å), the conformation of the T--Hg^II^--T pair is not well defined in the previous 12TT DNA structure ([@B33]). To investigate whether the T residue is also flexible in interacting with the Hg^II^ ion and to better characterize the T--Hg^II^--T pairing, we carried out the crystallographic studies using DNA3 (5΄-GGTCGTCC-3΄), which can form 8-bp duplex containing two separated T--T pairs (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![The flexible T--Hg^II^--T pairing mode. (**A**) Sequence and secondary structure of DNA3. (**B**) The detailed conformation of the T--Hg^II^--T pair observed in the DNA3--Hg^II^ structure. The 2*F*~o~ -- *F*~c~ maps are contoured at 1.5σ level. DNA residues are shown as sticks in atomic color (C, cyan; N, blue; O, red). The Hg^II^ ions are shown as red spheres. The Hg^II^ ion is bound in two alternative geometries, Hg^II^-1 and Hg^II^-2, in the DNA3--Hg^II^ structure. (**C**) Schematic view showing the detailed interaction between the T residues and the Hg^II^-1 (left panel) or Hg^II^-2 ions (right panel).](gkw1296fig4){#F4}

Totally, three DNA3--Hg^II^ complex structures have been solved with high resolutions (1.05--1.50 Å, the structure is referred as DNA3--Hg^II^). In addition to the Hg^II^ ion, one of the structures also captured a Sr^II^ ion and another structure captured a Ba^II^ ion, both of which are existed in the crystallization buffers. These two structures are referred to as DNA3--Hg^II^--Sr^II^ and DNA3--Hg^II^--Ba^II^, respectively. Unlike the B-form conformation of the 12TT DNA structure, our DNA3--Hg^II^, DNA3--Hg^II^--Sr^II^ and DNA3--Hg^II^--Ba^II^ structures all have an A-form like conformation ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Tables S4--S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Though the sequence of DNA3 is very different from the *d*(GCCCGGGC) DNA, the overall structures of DNA3--Hg^II^ and *d*(GCCCGGGC) DNA duplex are very similar ([Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), with the RMSD value between the two structures only 0.5 Å.

Interestingly, in the DNA3--Hg^II^ structure, two Hg^II^ ions (Hg^II^-1 and Hg^II^-2) were captured in-between the T:T mispair (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) with relatively very short distance (1.8 Å) between them, suggesting that the two Hg^II^ ions might be alternative to each other. The Hg^II^-1 coordinates with the exocyclic oxygen atom O2 of the T3 residue and the endocyclic nitrogen atom N3 of the T6\* residue; the average distance is 2.03 Å for the O2--Hg^II^ and Hg^II^--N3 bonds. The Hg^II^-2 coordinates with the N3 atom of the T3 residue and the exocyclic oxygen O4 of the T6\* residue; the average distance between the N3--Hg^II^ and Hg^II^--O4 bonds is also 2.03 Å. Similar T(N3)-Hg^II^--T(O4) interaction has been predicted for the free thymine bases in previous theoretic study ([@B55]). In the DNA3--Hg^II^ structure, both the O2--Hg^II^--N3 and the N3--Hg^II^--O4 interactions have a linear like geometry, formation of such interactions may require the deprotonation and the tautomerization (into T\*) of the T residue (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

Sr^II^ ion can stabilize the T--Hg^II^--T pairing {#SEC3-4}
-------------------------------------------------

In the DNA3--Hg^II^--Sr^II^ structure, the Hg^II^ ion coordinates with the N3 atoms of T3 and T6\* (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), the average distance between the Hg^II^ ion and the N3 atoms is 2.05 Å; similar N3--Hg^II^--N3 interactions are also observed in the DNA3--Hg^II^--Ba^II^ structure (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The conformations of the T6\* residues are identical in the two structures. However, the T3 residue in the DNA3--Hg^II^--Ba^II^ structure has two alternative conformations: one (colored in magenta) is similar to the one in the DNA3--Hg^II^ structure, and the other (colored in cyan) is similar to the T3 of the DNA3--Hg^II^--Sr^II^ structure. These observations also suggest that the Hg^II^ coordinating T residues are highly dynamic and the interactions between the Hg^II^ ion and the T--T pairs can be very flexible.

![The detailed conformations of the T--Hg^II^--T pairs observed in (**A**) the DNA3--Hg^II^--Sr^II^ structure, and (**B**) the DNA3--Hg^II^--Ba^II^ structure, respectively. (**C**) The Sr^II^ ion-capping cage observed in the DNA3--Hg^II^--Sr^II^ structure. (**D**) the H-bonds formed between W1--W4 and the G2 and G5\* residues. All the 2*F*~o~ -- *F*~c~ maps are contoured at 1.5σ level. DNA residues are shown as sticks. The Hg^II^ ions are shown as red spheres in all structures. The Sr^II^ ion and water molecule are shown as yellow and green spheres in the DNA3--Hg^II^--Sr^II^ structure. The Ba^II^ ion is shown as yellow spheres in the DNA3--Hg^II^--Ba^II^ structure.](gkw1296fig5){#F5}

The N3--Hg^II^--N3 interaction modes are similar in our DNA3--Hg^II^--Sr^II^ structure and the 12TT DNA structure ([@B33]), which was depicted in Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; however, due to the sequence difference, no mercury-mercury metallophilic attraction, which helps stabilize the 12TT structure, is observed in our structures. Instead, as indicated by the short distance (2.27 Å), the Hg^II^ ion in the DNA3:Hg^II^:Sr^II^ structure binds tightly to one water molecule, which forms one H-bond (2.45 Å) with the O2 atom of T3 and one H-bond (2.52 Å) with the O2 atom of T6\* (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). These H-bonds all form at the minor groove side of the T--Hg^II^--T pair and are well defined in the DNA3:Hg^II^:Sr^II^ structure. The Sr^II^ ion is located at the major groove side of the T--Hg^II^--T pair and form eight-coordination: in addition to the O4 atoms of T3 and T6\*, it also coordinates with four water molecules (W1--W4) and the O6 atoms of G2 and G5\* (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The nucleobase O atoms and the water molecules arrange like a cage, with the former sitting on the bottom and the latter forming the cap; the Sr^II^ ion is trapped in the central, which is about 2.5, 2.7 and 2.7 Å away from the O4 atoms (of T3 andT6\*), O6 atoms (of G2 and G5\*), and the water molecules, respectively. Interestingly, in addition to the interactions with the Sr^II^ ion, the water molecules also form four H-bonds with the G2 and G5\* residues (Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), including one between the W1 and the N7 atom of G2, one between the W2 and the O6 atom of G2, one between the W3 and the N7 atom of G5\*, and one between the W4 and the O6 atom of G5\*.

In all the DNA3--Hg^II^ structures, the T3--Hg^II^--T6\* pairs are flanked by two C:G pairs, G2:C7\* and C4:G5\*; however, the detailed conformations and geometries of the flanking C:G pairs are different ([Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Tables S4--S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). When the Sr^II^ (or Ba^II^) ion is absence, the G2:C7\* and C4:G5\* pairs have regular Watson--Crick shape, the distance between the O6 atoms of G2 and G5\* residues is 6.1 Å; whereas, when the Sr^II^ (or Ba^II^) ion is presence, the nucleobases of both G2 and G5\* are tilted towards each other, resulting in shortened distance (5.2 Å) between the O6 atoms of G2 and G5\*. Similar conformational changes also occur to the G5:C4\* and C7:G2\*, flanking the T6--Hg^II^--T3\* pairs. Besides the local conformational changes, the presence of Sr^II^ (or Ba^II^) ion also leads to more compacted folding of the structure, indicated by the distances (18.3 versus 21.1 Å) between the C1΄ atoms of G1 and G1\* residues of the DNA3--Hg^II^--Sr^II^ and DNA3--Hg^II^ structures ([Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Characterization of the T:T mispair {#SEC3-5}
-----------------------------------

In addition to the complex structures, we also solved one DNA3 structure in the absence of Hg^II^ ion at 1.5 Å resolution. The T3 and T6\* residues form a wobble base pair in the DNA3 structure; as depicted in Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, there are two direct H-bonds formed between the T3 and T6\* residues, one (2.8 Å) is between the N3 atom of T3 and the O4 atom of T6\*, and the other (3.1 Å) is between the O2 atom of T3 and the N3 atom of T6\*. Besides, the T3 and T6\* residues can also interact with each other through water-mediated H-bonds; the water is located at the minor groove of the T3:T6\* pair, and the distances between the water and the O2 atoms of T3 and T6\* are 2.6 Å and 3.0 Å, respectively. One Sr^II^ ion was also captured in the DNA3 structure; it coordinates with the T3 residue and interacts with T6\* through water-mediated H-bonds, but it does not form any direct interaction with the flanking G2:C7\* and C4:G5\* pairs.

![The T:T mispair. (**A**) The detailed conformation of the T:T mispair observed in the apo-DNA3 structure. (**B**) Superposition of the apo- DNA3 and the DNA3--Hg^II^ complex structures. (**C**) Superposition of the T:T mispair and the T--Hg^II^--T pair observed in the apo- and complex structures, respectively. The 2*F*~o~ -- *F*~c~ maps are contoured at 1.5σ level. The DNA residues are shown as sticks with the C atoms colored in cyan and gray for the apo- and complex structures, respectively. The Sr^II^ ion and the water molecule of the apo- structure are shown as yellow and green spheres, respectively. The Hg^II^ ions are shown as red spheres in the complex structure.](gkw1296fig6){#F6}

In the DNA3 structure, the DNA3 duplex adopts A-form like conformation ([Supplementary Tables S8 and S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and its overall conformation is very similar to that of the DNA3--Hg^II^ complex (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), the RMSD between the two structures is 0.2 Å. Compared to the DNA3--Hg^II^ structure, the presence of the T:T mispair only caused very mild conformational change at the local region (Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The nucleobases of the T6\* residues have a slight tilting in the two structures, but the backbone and the sugar conformations are almost identical in the two residues. Introducing of the Hg^II^ ion slightly pushed the T3 residue toward the outside in the DNA3--Hg^II^ structure, but this subtle perturbation (∼0.5 Å) can be well accommodated by the duplex, via the adjustment of the flanking residues.

Compared to the Hg^II^ ions captured in the DNA1--Hg^II^ structure, the occupancies of the Hg^II^ ions in the DNA3--Hg^II^ structure are even lower; the total occupancy of the two Hg^II^ ions is only 0.45 (0.25 for the Hg^II^-1 and 0.2 for the Hg^II^-2). During the refinement of the DNA3--Hg^II^ structure, some positive electron densities were observed around the two T residues; alignment of the DNA3 structure and the DNA3--Hg^II^ structure suggested that the extra densities was caused by the T:T mispair, which coexists with the T--Hg^II^--T pair but not modeled in the structure ([Supplementary Figure S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The co-existence of the T:T mispair and the T--Hg^II^--T pair in the duplex further indicated that the T--Hg^II^--T pairing is highly dynamic.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

We solved five high-resolution crystal structures of DNA duplexes in this study. The three DNA3--Hg^II^ complex structures revealed that the T--T mispair is very flexible in interacting with the Hg^II^ ion in the DNA duplex; besides the endocyclic N3 atom, the exocyclic O2 and O4 atoms can all participate in the coordination with the Hg^II^ ion, forming N3--Hg^II^--N3, O2--Hg^II^--N3 and N3--Hg^II^--O4 interactions. The DNA1--Hg^II^ represents the first DNA structure carrying the C--Hg^II^--T pairs to date; it reveals that the exocyclic N4 atom can also interact with the Hg^II^ ion. Though we failed to capture it in our study, the structure of the RNA duplex carrying the C--Ag^I^--C pair suggested that the N3 atom of the C residue has the potential to coordinate with the Hg^II^ ion ([@B32]). Together, these observations advanced our understanding on the Hg^II^-mediated metallo-base pairs.

More importantly, our results indicated that the T--Hg^II^--T pairing is highly dynamic. In the DNA3--Hg^II^ structure, the total occupancy of the two Hg^II^ ions is 0.45; in the DNA3--Hg^II^--Ba^II^ structure, the occupancy (0.3) of the Hg^II^ ion is even lower. Such properties will certainly decrease the efficiency of the molecular magnets, electric transport nanowires, metal ion sensors, and other DNA nonodevices, which depend on the formation of the T--Hg^II^--T pair. Previous studies revealed that certain cations could affect the tautomerism of the T residue and change its binding mode with the ligands ([@B56]). Though the overall structures of DNA3--Hg^II^--Ba^II^ and DNA3--Hg^II^--Sr^II^ are very similar, the very low Hg^II^ ion occupancy indicated that Ba^II^ ion has lesser impact on the T--Hg^II^--T stabilization. In contrast, the Sr^II^ ion can significantly enhance the binding between the Hg^II^ ion and the T:T mispair, indicated by the much higher occupancy (0.8) of the Hg^II^ ion. In addition to the direct interactions with the T--T mispair, the Sr^II^ ion also coordinates with both G2 and G5\* (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

Previous 12TT DNA studies suggested that the formation of T--Hg^II^--T pair can switch the 12TT DNA structure from an unusual nonhelical conformation back to the regular B-form duplex ([@B33]). Though all of our complex structures adopt A-form like conformation, structural comparison revealed that the formation of C--Hg^II^--T or T--Hg^II^--T pairs could significantly compress or stretch the duplex along the helix axis. All those conformational changes can drive the mechanical operations of DNA nanostructures, such as 'tweezers', 'walkers', 'gears' and more ([@B57]--[@B59]); our results, including the detailed C--Hg^II^--T and T--Hg^II^--T pairing, and the unique stabilization effect of the Sr^II^ ion on the T--Hg^II^--T pairing, will guide the sequence design of the DNA nanodevices containing the C--Hg^II^--T or T--Hg^II^--T pair.

The C:C mispair has been structural characterized previously ([@B32]); with the help of two water molecules, the C:C mispair adopts a Watson--Crick like geometry. Though it did not form in the apo- 12TT DNA structure, the T--T mispair was captured in our apo- DNA3 structure at high resolution (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}); in the structure, the T--T mispair adopts a wobble like geometry, and the presence of this mispair does not cause significant conformational perturbation comparing to the native DNA duplex. These observations provided a structural explanation for the spontaneous point mutations ([@B35]) caused by the homo-pyrimidine mispairs. Though we failed to crystallize any apo- DNA duplexes containing the hetero-pyrimidine mispair (the C:T mispair, which can also cause the spontaneous point mutations) in this work, we believe that the overall geometry of the C:T mispair should be similar to that of the C:C or T:T mispairs, and it will be very interesting to further verify the C:T mispair by structure (especially with high resolution crystal structures) in the future.

ACCESSION NUMBERS {#SEC5}
=================

Structure factors and coordinates have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank under accession codes 5WSQ, 5WSP, 5WSR, 5WSS, and 5GSK for DNA1--Hg^II^, DNA3, DNA3--Hg^II^, DNA3--Hg^II^--Ba^II^ and DNA3--Hg^II^--Sr^II^, respectively.
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